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In El]-[3] the authors established stability theorems for general nonlinear 
Volterra integral equations using fixed point techniques. The purpose of this 
note is to prove a similar result for the following Volterra-Fredholm system 
x(t) = f(t) + jl e)P, 4 g(s, x(s)) ds + j: h(t, 4 h(s, x(s)) ds, (1) 
where x,f, g and h are vectors with n components and w and K are II by n 
matrices. Equations of the form (1) arise naturally in the study of boundary 
value problems on the infinite half line. The system (1) has recently been 
studied by Bihari [4] by similiar techniques but with bounded kernels. 
For simplicity we assume that all functions considered are continuous. 
Let 1 1 denote any appropriate matrix norm and let BC[O, a) be the collection 
of all bounded continuous functions from [0, 03) into a finite dimensional 
Euclidean space, with the “sup” norm defined by 11 p 11 = suptao I p(t)1 for 
p E BC[O, co). For E > 0, let 
S(e) = {p’ : P E wo, a), II 9J II d 4. 
Our main result is the following 
THEOREM. Let the following conditions hold: 
sup 
I 
tIv(t,s)lds< V,,<co; 
f>O 0 
(H3) g(t, 0) = h(t, 0) = 0; 
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(H4) For each y > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
I At, x) - go, Y)l G Y I x - Y I, 
forallIxI, IyI <Sanduniformlyint; 
(H5) For each 4 > 0 there exists 71 > 0 such that 
I h(t, x) - h(t, y)l < 6 I 3 - Y 1, 
for all ( x 1, 1 y 1 < 7 and uniformly in t; and 
(H6) For all t 
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(2) 
(3) 
I a 1 k(t, s) - k(t + h, s)I ds + 0 as IhI+0. 0 
Then there exists a positive number co > 0 such that to any l E (0, l o], there 
corresponds a S > 0 such that for II f II < S there exists a unique solution ,I of 
(1)onO < t < cosutisfyingI\g,]] GE. 
The proof of the theorem is based upon the following fixed point theorem 
of Krasnoselskii [5] : 
LEMMA. Let S be a bounded, closed, convex subset of a Banach space and let 
A and B be operators satisfying: 
(i) Ax + By E S whenever x, y E S; 
(ii) A is a contraction on S; 
(iii) B is completely continuous on S. 
Then the equation Ax + Bx = x has a solution in S. 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Fix 5‘ > 0 such that CK, < 1. By (H3) and 
(H5) we may pick 7 > 0 such that for I x ( < q we have I h(t, x)1 < (1 x I 
uniformly in t. Let y = (1 - 5Ko)/2Vo and choose S > 0 such that (2) holds 
for all I x I, 1 y I < S uniformly in t. Let l o = min(q, S). Define operators 
A and B on S(E) as follows: 
Ad4 = f(t) + ,: W, 4 &, 44) dsv 
&(t) = 1,” &, 4 W, x(s)) A 
For E E (0, co] we first show that there exists S > 0 such that Ax + By E S(E) 
for all x, y E S(c) provided that II f II < 6. Note that for all t >, 0 we have 
1 Ax(t) + &‘@)I G If(t)1 + Y II x II j-t I v@, 41 ds + 5 II y II 1,” I k(t, s)l ds, 
0 
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provided that 6 S; (1 - 5,)(e/2). Using (2) it is a routine computation 
to show that A is a contraction on S(E). Similarly (H2) and (H6) together 
insure that the operator B is completely continuous (see e.g., [6, p. 191). 
As a result of Krasnoselskii’s lemma, we conclude that Eq. (1) has a solution 
in S(E). 
To show uniqueness of solutions in S(c) let x(t) and r(t) be two solutions 
of (1) and let w(t) be their dtfference. Using (2) and (3) we can estimate as 
follows: 
I w(t)1 < Y j’ I $4 4 I w(s)1 ds + f j,- i k(C 4 I fw ds 
0 
~Y~6l/wII +5~oll~ll 
= (W)(1 + 5&l) II w Il. 
Taking the supremum over all t in the above estimate we obtain the contra- 
diction Ilw II d (l/2)(1 + ~~o)llwll <Ilwll. H ence (1 w II = 0, proving unique- 
ness. 
COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of the theorem, zjc in addition f(t) + 0 
andfor each T > 0, 
G-W 
pi% jr / w(t, s)l ds = 0, and 
0 
lim 
J 
-T 1 h(t, s)l ds = 0, t+r, o 
then lim,,, x(t) = 0. 
PROOF. Assume the contrary. Then 
p = lirn+Fp I x(t)1 > 0. 
Choose T so large that for t 3 T we have ) x(t)1 < p/h for some fixed A, 
(1 + [Ko)/2 < X < 1. Using these facts we can now estimate the solution 
of (1) as follows: 
I .+)I G I f(t)1 + EY j’ I ?.@, s)l ds + <.5 1’ I k(t, s)l ds 
0 ‘0 
+ (I*/4 Y vo + (PI4 kK0 - 
Taking the lim sup in (4), we obtain 
P d (P/4(~ + Wo)P -=c /4 
which is the desired contradiction. Hence lim,,, x(t) = 0. 
(4) 
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REMARK 1. When the Fredholm kernel k(t, S) is identically zero, the 
above theorem and its corollary reduce to the results of Miller [l] and 
Nohel [3] with v(t, S) = v(t - s). 
REMARK 2. If the Volterra and Fredholm kernels are of convolution type 
and also are absolutely integrable, i.e., v(i, S) = v(t - s), k(t, S) = K(t - S) 
and V, k EL’[O, co), then hypotheses (Hl), (H2), (H7), and (H8) are auto- 
matically satisfied. 
REI\IARK 3. It is easy to construct kernels not of convolution type which 
also satisfy the hypotheses imposed in the above theorem and corollary. 
Consider z.(t, S) = a(t) b(s). If b EL~[O, CO) and a E BC[O, CO), then o(t, S) 
satisfies (HI). If in addition a(t) + 0 as t -+ TX), then v(t, S) also satisfies (H7). 
The same example can be used to satisfy (H2) and (H8). 
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